
Call # TITLE & AUTHOR
006.3 SHANE You look like a thing and I love you : how artificial intelligence works and 

why it's making the world a weirder place / Janelle Shane

133 DOYLE One long river of song : notes on wonder / Brian Doyle ; foreword by 

David James Duncan

141.3 BUEHR Conflagration : how the transcendentalists sparked the American 

struggle for racial, gender, and social justice / John A. Buehrens

153 KELLY Memory craft : improve your memory with the most powerful methods 

in history / Lynne Kelly

153.68 MURPH You're not listening : what you're missing and why it matters / Kate 

Murphy

155.9 FLETCH Stress less, accomplish more : meditation for extraordinary 

performance / Emily Fletcher

158.1 TIERN The power of bad : how the negativity effect rules us and how we can 

rule it / John Tierney and Roy F. Baumeister

158.2 DENWO Friendship : the evolution, biology, and extraordinary power of life's 

fundamental bond / Lydia Denworth

303.34 ROBER Leadership in war : essential lessons from those who made history / 

Andrew Roberts

303.4833 AXELR The stars in our pockets : getting lost and sometimes found in the digital 

age / Howard Axelrod

305.235 ORENS Boys & sex : young men on hookups, love, porn, consent, and navigating 

the new masculinity / Peggy Orenstein

305.8 PINCK Essays. Selections;Busted in New York and other essays / Darryl 

Pinckney ; foreword by Zadie Smith

305.8 SAAD Me and white supremacy : combat racism, change the world, and 

become a good ancestor / Layla F. Saad

306.0973 KRIST Tightrope : Americans reaching for hope / Nicholas D. Kristof and Sheryl 

WuDunn306.2 BRYAN Full dissidence : notes from an uneven playing field / Howard Bryant

306.76 JACKS Gay like me : a father writes to his son / Richie Jackson

320.5 MACK Libertarianism / Eric Mack

324.973 SIMPS Crime in progress : inside the Steele dossier and the Fusion GPS 

investigation of Donald Trump / Glenn Simpson and Peter Fritsch

330.9 DAVID The passion economy : the new rules for thriving in the twenty-first 

century / Adam Davidson

331.88 MCALE A collective bargain : unions, organizing, and the fight for democracy / 

Jane McAlevey

332.024 BACH Smart women finish rich : 8 steps to achieving financial security and 

funding your dreams / David Bach

335.3 ARONO We own the future : democratic Socialism-American style / edited by 

Kate Aronoff, Peter Dreier, and Michael Kazin

341.69 REUTE The hidden Nazi : the untold story of America's deal with the devil / 

Dean Reuter, Colm Lowery, and Keith Chester

New NonFiction February 2020



362.1 JARVI The purple world : healing the harm in American health care / Joseph Q. 

Jarvis, MD, MSPH

363.25 GOLDF 18 tiny deaths : the untold story of Frances Glessner Lee and the 

invention of modern forensics / Bruce Goldfarb

364.1092 COHEN The last pirate of New York : a ghost ship, a killer, and the birth of a 

gangster nation / Rich Cohen

372 DAVIE The Montessori toddler : a parent's guide to raising a curious and 

responsible human being / Simone Davies ; illustrated by Hiyoko Imai

381.19 MINTE Secondhand : travels in the new global garage sale / Adam Minter

401 SHARI Don't believe a word : the surprising truth about language / David 

Shariatmadari

500 HANDY The handy science answer book / complied by the Carnegie Library of 

Pittsburgh ; edited by James E. Bobick, and Naomi E. Balaban

510 YATES The math of life and death : 7 mathematical principles that shape our 

lives / Kit Yates

523.1 VISUA Visual galaxy : the ultimate guide to the Milky Way and beyond / by 

Joan A. Catala [and 10 others] ; foreward by Chris Hatfield

570 VINCE Transcendence : how humans evolved through fire, language, beauty, 

and time / Gaia Vince

599.752 PITTM Cat tale : the wild, weird battle to save the Florida panther / Craig 

Pittman

612.82 LEVIT Successful aging : a neuroscientist explores the power and potential of 

our lives / Daniel J. Levitin

612.82 PERLM Brain wash : detox your mind for clearer thinking, deeper relationships, 

and lasting happiness / David Perlmutter, MD, and Austin Perlmutter, 

MD, with Kristin Loberg

615.321 EASLE The modern herbal dispensatory : a medicine-making guide / Thomas 

Easley, Steven Horne

630 STEPH Whole farm management : from start-up to sustainability / edited by 

Garry Stephenson ; contributing authors: Nick Andrews, David Chaney, 

Melissa Fery, Amy Garrett, Lauren Gwin, Melissa Matthewson, Tanya 

Murray, Heidi Noordijk, Sherri Noxel, Maud Powell, Garry Stephenson, 

and Josh Volk

630.974 KIMBA Good husbandry : a memoir : growing food, love, and family on Essex 

farm / Kristin Kimball

634.9 SNYDE Woods whys: an exploration of forests and forestry

636.7 WYNNE Dog is love : why and how your dog loves you / Clive D. L. Wynne

641 LEE Half the sugar, all the love : 100 easy, low-sugar recipes for every meal 

of the day / Jennifer Tyler Lee, Anisha Patel

641.5 BOWLS Bowls : vibrant recipes with endless possibilities

641.563 BUETT The Blue Zones kitchen : 100 recipes to live to 100 / Dan Buettner ; 

photography by David McLain

641.563 HYMAN Food : what the heck should I cook? / Mark Hyman

641.5636 OKAMO Plant-based on a budget : delicious vegan recipes for under $30 a week, 

in less than 30 minutes a meal / Toni Okamoto



641.5639 GARCI Cook once eat all week : 26 weeks of gluten-free, affordable meal prep 

to preserve your time & sanity / Cassy Joy Garcia, NC

648 STEWA Martha Stewart's organizing : the manual for bringing order to your life, 

home & routines / Martha Stewart

650.1 DUFU Drop the ball : achieving more by doing less / Tiffany Dufu

658.4 KANTE Think outside the building : how advanced leaders can change the world 

one smart innovation at a time / Rosabeth Moss Kanter

726.6 FOLLE Notre-Dame : a short history of the meaning of cathedrals / Ken Follett

741.5 PYLE Strange planet / Nathan W Pyle

796.083 STRIN Nature play at home : creating outdoor spaces that connect children 

with the natural world / Nancy Striniste, founder of EarlySpace ; 

illustrations by Jen Ren

796.334 MURRA The national team : the inside story of the women who changed soccer 

/ Caitlin Murray

798.4 ASKWI Unbreakable : the woman who defied the Nazis in the world's most 

dangerous horse race / Richard Askwith

808.3 MAUM Before and after the book deal : a writer's guide to finishing, publishing, 

promoting and surviving your first book / Courtney Maum

811 GOLDB Poems. Selections;The now / Albert Goldbarth

824.9 JAMIE Essays. Selections;  Surfacing / Kathleen Jamie

910.4 KOIS How to be a family : the year I dragged my kids around the world to find 

a new way to be together / Dan Kois

912 WRIGHT Brilliant maps; Brilliant maps for curious minds : 100 new ways to see 

the world / Ian Wright

914 MACLE Pravda ha ha : true travels to the end of Europe / Rory MacLean

917.4 PARSO New England waterfalls : a guide to more than 500 cascades and 

waterfalls / by Greg Parsons and Kate B. Watson

929.2 CHAMB Hill women : finding family and a way forward in the Appalachian 

Mountains / Cassie Chambers

940.5318 ASBRI And in the Vienna woods the trees remain : the heartbreaking true story 

of a family torn apart by war / Elisabeth Ãsbrink

940.5318 MARWE Mengele : unmasking the "Angel of Death" / David G. Marwell

940.5345 MOORE A House in the mountains: the women who liberated Italy from fascism

944.36 SCIOL The Seine : the river that made Paris / Elaine Sciolino

947.086 YAFFA Between two fires / Joshua Yaffa

951.04 CHANG Big sister, little sister, red sister : three women at the heart of twentieth-

century China / Jung Chang

955.05 GHATT Black wave : the Saudi-Iran wars on religion and culture that destroyed 

the Middle East / by Kim Ghattas

967 HARMS Land of tears : the exploration and exploitation of equatorial Africa / 

Robert Harms

973.3 SHACT The founding fortunes : how the wealthy paid for and profited from 

America's revolution / Tom Shachtman

973.7 WALLE Lincoln's spies : their secret war to save a nation / Douglas Waller

973.933 KATYA Impeach : the case against Donald Trump / Neal Katyal with Sam 

Koppelman



973.933 TRUMP Triggered : how the left thrives on hate and wants to silence us / Donald 

Trump Jr

973.933 WARNI A warning / Anonymous, a senior Trump administration official

973.933 WILSO Running against the devil : a plot to save America from Trump--and 

Democrats from themselves / Rick Wilson

974.29 SPYKM Brush to brick : Keene's historic mural project

BIOGRAPHY BRIGGS Better days will come again : the life of Arthur Briggs, jazz genius of 

Harlem, Paris, and a nazi prison camp / Travis Atria

BIOGRAPHY CARL Becoming a man / P. Carl

BIOGRAPHY EDISON Edison / Edmund Morris

BIOGRAPHY FISHER Carrie Fisher : a life on the edge / Sheila Weller

BIOGRAPHY FREMONT Imperfect union : how Jessie and John Frémont mapped the West, 

invented celebrity, and helped cause the Civil War / Steve Inskeep

BIOGRAPHY FRENKEL A Bookshop in Berlin : the rediscovered memoir of one woman's 

harrowing escape from the Nazis / Françoise Frenkel

BIOGRAPHY HALEY With all due respect : defending America with grit and grace / Nikki R. 

Haley

BIOGRAPHY HOUSTON A song for you : my life with Whitney Houston / Robyn Crawford

BIOGRAPHY JOHN Rocket Man : the life of Elton John / Mark Bego

BIOGRAPHY LATROBE Building America : the life of Benjamin Henry Latrobe / Jean H. Baker

BIOGRAPHY MACHADO In the dream house : a memoir / Carmen Maria Machado

BIOGRAPHY MELONEY American queenmaker : how Missy Meloney brought women into 

politics / Julie Des Jardins

BIOGRAPHY ROSENBERG The art of resistance : my four years in the French underground : a 

memoir / Justus Rosenberg

BIOGRAPHY SCOTT The beneficiary : fortune, misfortune, and the story of my father / Janny 

Scott

BIOGRAPHY TJIPOMBO I am not your slave : a memoir / Tupa Tjipombo, Chris Lockhart

BIOGRAPHY WIENER Uncanny valley : a memoir / Anna Wiener


